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1. Scientists are unable to earthquakes, but we can take some measures to prevent damage. 

(A) pretend (B) preserve (C) predict (D) preview 

2. In a job interview, a attitude is always important, and it would allow the interviewer to 
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know you always look on the bright side of things. 

(A) neutral (B) positive (C) negative (D) passive 

3. If you want to make a good first 	 , you need to dress in a proper way. 

(A) impress (B) impressive (C) impressed (D) impression 

4. We should not 	 violence against anyone. 

(A) indicate (B) inhabit (C) tolerate (D) tempt 

5. The housing price a lot, and a lot of people could not afford a house. 

(A) raises (B) rises (C) decreases (D) declines 

6. Regular exercise can help strengthen our 	 system, so we will not get sick easily. 

(A) immune (B) technology (C) symptom (D) transportation 

7. 	Singapore is a country famous for its cultural _____ 

(A) collapse (B) conclusion (C) division (D) diversity 

8. Some people lose their memory because of brain injuries and will never recover from 

memory loss. (A) permanently (B) originally (C) recently (D) occasionally 

9. Artificial _____ is the study of how to create machines that can think and work as humans. 

(A) integration (B) intelligence (C) inclusion (D) immigrants 

10. Japan is known as the world leader in earthquake-proof ______ 

(A) employment (B) application (C) foundation (D) construction 

11. After 10 hours of flight, Tim reached Paris safely, but his luggage didn't reach its ______ 

(A) destination (B) exploration (C) departure (D) explanation 
12. Tomorrow's baseball game has been 	 for another time because of the typhoon. 

(A) postponed (B) registered (C) requested (D) decayed 

13. It was difficult to find any to stay in Rio in the summer of 2016, for 

the Olympic Games was held there and all the hotel rooms were booked. 

(A) medication (B) organization (C) transformation (D) accommodation 

14. Some scientists believe that some plants in the rainforests may contain ___ for diseases. 

(A) ingredients (B) cures (C) recipes (D) cuisines 

15. The island nation of Singapore was built by the hard work of people who 	 there from other 

countries. (A) demonstrated (B) exposed (C) translated (D) migrated 

16. In 	 of the perfect beach, some travel writers head to the Solomon Islands. 

(A) attempt (B) pursuit (C) schedule (D) itinerary 

17. Legends are stories passed down from _____ 

(A) population (B) ancient (C) ancestors (D) offspring 
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18. People a lot of time to their appearance and spend much money on beauty and health care 

products. (A) devote (B) attribute (C) adjust (D) descend 

19. Several made headlines during the 2016 Rio Olympics, such as Michael Phelps, who won 

28 medals in his career. (A) supervisors (B) monitors (C) founders (D) athletes 

20. A healthy diet includes a large of fruits and vegetables. 
(A) prospective (B) proportion (C) perspective (D) pronunciation 
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21. If it heavily tomorrow, we will cancel the outdoor activity. 

(A) rain (B) rains (C) will rain (D) is raining 

22. The teacher made her students the rules. 

(A) to obey (B) obey (C) obeying (D) with obeying 

23. My car is broken and I should have my car ___ 

(A) to repair (B) repaired (C) repair (D) repairing 

24. Tamsui Station on Zhong-zheng Road. 

(A) locates (B) is locating (C) is located (D) has located 

25. He never gives up he fails many times. 

(A) even (B) although (C) so (D) besides 

26. The floor is dirty. It needs 

(A) to cleaning (B) clean (C) to clean (D) cleaning 

27. You the rule; otherwise, you will get a ticket. 

(A) had better following (B) had better to follow (C) had better not to follow (D) had better follow 

28. My cellphone on MRT. 

(A) lost (B) was lost (C) was losing (D) lose 

29. The book is well-written and worth 

(A) to read (B) read (C) reading (D) for reading 

30. We should stop the environment. 

(A) pollute (B) to pollute (C) polluting (D) polluted 

31. Pauline couldn't manage all her homework on time. 

(A) finishing (B) to finishing (C) to finish (D) finish 

32. I forgot the door this morning, and when I returned home, I found that someone broke in. 

(A) to lock (B) to locking (C) locked (D) locking 

34. I don't mind you clean the house. 

(A) helped (B) help (C) to help (D) helping 

35. He asked me 

(A) what time I would arrived (B) what time would I arriving 

(C) what time would I arrive (D) what time I would arrive 

36. He spent a lot of time ____ English. 

(A) practicing (B) practice (C) to practice (D) practiced 
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37. The woman makes her living by selling vegetables and she is not rich. 	 , she donates most 

of her savings to the charity. (A) Then (B) Despite (C) Next (D) However 

38. Living in a big city is very convenient. 	 , there are some disadvantages, such as 

pollution and high living expenses. (A) Plus (B) On the other hand (C) In addition (D) Instead 

39. 	 so many difficulties, she still accomplished her goal. 

(A) In spite (B) Despite (C) Rather than (D) Indeed 

40. Global warming will cause a lot of disasters; , we have to take action to reduce global 

warming. (A) by contrast (B) therefore (C) nevertheless (D) for example 

King Tutankhamun was an Egyptian pharaoh of the 18th dynasty. Tutankhamun's mummy was 

_41._ in a tomb with the pharaoh's treasures. Carter and Lord Carnarvon were _42._ that the 

tomb was in the Valley of the Kings and wanted to find it. The Valley of the Kings was in the south of 

Egypt. It was here that pharaohs from the New Kingdom, __43.__ began about 1550 B.C.E. and 

included Tutankhamen, made their tombs and hoped that robbers would not find them. Since they had 

already looked for almost five years and a lot of money had been spent, Lord Carnarvon wanted to 

give up the search _44._ the tomb, but Carter persuaded him to continue. _45._ in 1925, 

Tutankhamun's tomb was discovered. Strange events started to happen. Lord Carnarvon was. _46._ 

by a mosquito. He later developed an _47._ and died five months after the discovery of the tomb. 

There was a story that said that all the lights of Cairo went out at the precise moment Carnarvon died, 

_48._ in England his dog howled and died at the same time. Even more strange was that when 

Tutankhamen was unwrapped in 1925, a _49._ was found on his left cheek in the exact 

__50.__ of the mosquito bite on Lord Carnarvon. 

41. (A) bury (B) buried (C) being buried (D) to bury 

42. (A) committed (B) committing (C) convinced (D) convincing 

43. (A) which (B) who (C) where (D) that 

44. (A) for (B) in (C) from (D) to 

45. (A) Radically (B) Considerably (C) Similarly (D) Eventually 

46. (A) bitted (B) bitten (C) bite (D) biting 

47. (A) infection (B) affection (C) injury (D) attraction 

48. (A) then (B) while (C) meanwhile (D) even 

49. (A) risk (B) record (C) wound (D) witness 

50. (A) position (B) ban (C) function (D) identity 
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